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Light-activated photoactive yellow protein (PYP) chromopore uses a series of reactions to trigger photo-

motility and biological responses, and generate a wide range of structural signalings. To provide a 

comprehensive mechanism of the overall process at the atomic level, we apply a 

CASPT2//CASSCF/AMBER QM/MM protocol to investigate the relaxation pathways for a variety of 

possible isomerization and proton transfer reactions upon photoexcitation of the wild-type PYP. The 10 

nonadiabatic relay through an S1/S0 conical intersection [CI(S1/S0)] is found to play decisive major role in 

bifurcating the excited state relaxation into a complete and a short photocycle. Two major and one minor 

deactivation channels were found starting from the CI(S1/S0)-like intermediate IT, producing the cis 

isomers pR1, ICP, and ICT through “hula twist”, “bicycle pedal” and one-bond flip isomerization reactions. 

The overall photocycle can be achieved by competitive parallel/sequential reactions, in which the ground 15 

state recovery is controlled by a series of slow volume-conserving bicycle pedal/hula twist and one-bond 

flip isomerization reactions, as well as fast protonation/deprotonation processes and the hydrophobic-

hydrophilic state transformation.

Introduction 

Photoactive yellow protein (PYP), which was first discovered 20 

in the cytoplasm of Halorhodospira halophila bacterium, is a blue 
light photoreceptor and the structural prototype for the PAS 
(PER-ARNT-SIM) class of signal transduction proteins.1-4 The 
chromopore of PYP absorbs light and converts it to the chemical 
energy. The process further triggers photo-motility, i.e. 25 

photoinduced motion of protein skeletons, which ultimately leads 
to biological responses based on a wide variety of structural 
signalings.5-8 The photocycle process occurs with high efficiency 
through a multi-step isomerization and proton transfer reaction.9-

11As a result, very low fluorescence quantum yield (Φ=10-3) was 30 

observed for the excited PYP at room temperature.12  
A protein-labeling technique has been recently developed 

using a PYP tag, in which the native chromophore of p-coumaric 
acid (pCA) is substituted by the thioester derivative of cinnamic 
acid or coumarin through transthioesterification.13-16 This alters 35 

the electronic structure in the excited state, protein cavity 
environment, and/or network of the intermolecular hydrogen 
bonding, and results in a novel fluorogenic probe for no-wash 
live-cell imaging of proteins fused to the PYP-tag.14,15 
Consequently, the fluorescence quantum yield increases 40 

significantly to 0.38~0.47, allowing a rapid detection of proteins 
in living cells with high signal-to-noise ratio.14,15 Such a finding 
indicates that the photocycle mechanism for the isomerization 
and proton transfer reactions in the wild type (wt) PYP has been 
considerately changed due to the structural modification.  45 

As shown in Figure 1, it is generally accepted that upon blue 
light excitation wt-PYP undergoes a fully reversible photocycle 

starting from a dark state pG and then going through two early 
spectroscopic intermediates I0 and I

‡
0 

17-20 that maybe equivalent 
to IT (an intermediate with a twisted structure) and ICP (an 50 

intermediate with a cis planar-like structure), respectively.21,25 
Following the initial relaxation, wt-PYP decays quickly to a red-  

Figure 1: Possible steps and intermediates in the photocycle of PYP. 

pG: ground state of PYP; pG*: electronically excited state; I0 and I
‡
0 : ps 

intermediates, maybe equivalent to IT and ICP structures; pR: transient 55 

red-shifted photocycle intermediate of PYP; pB, transient blue-shifted 

photocycle intermediate of PYP. 
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shifted intermediate pR.22-23 The precise mechanism for 
generating pR is still unclear. In one proposal, IT may 
simultaneously decay to the two intermediates pR1 and pR2 (via 
ICP) through a parallel isomerization reaction.

21,24-26 Another 
proposed mechanism is that pR2 is produced after pR1 via a 5 

sequential reaction, i.e. IT→ pR1→ pR2.
27-31 In both mechanisms 

the intermediate pR2 undergoes a protonation reaction to capture 
one proton from the Glu46 residue, leading to a blue-shifted 
intermediate pB'.32-35 Consequently, an energetically unstable, 
charged Glu46- is generated to trigger a large conformational 10 

change of the protein, relaxing to a putative signaling state pB 
which forms a new blue-shifted intermediate.32-35 Another 
possibility is that pB may be reached directly from pR1 because 
they exhibit similarities in chromophore orientation and 
surrounding hydrogen-bond networks.25,26 Eventually the 15 

photocycle is completed via a series of deprotonation and re-
isomerization processes. A structural recovery of PYP is achieved 
through a new intermediate pG' with a deprotonated chromophore 
that facilitates the occurrence of re-isomerization.36,37 
In the above mechanism identifying all possible intermediates 20 

in the photocycle of PYP has posed significant challenges for 
both experimental and theoretical investigations.21,25,38-43 There 
are many open questions, particularly with respect to the much 
debated parallel versus sequential kinetic pathways, the 
assignment of various intermediates, and the identity of the donor 25 

and acceptor for proton transfer in the multi-step 
protonation/deprotonation reaction.44-47 Electronic structure 
calculations have been done to map out, to a certain extent, the 
potential energy surface describing atomic motions and relevant 
reaction dynamics.48,49 However, to our knowledge previous 30 

electronic structure studies mainly focused on the core 
chromophores of pCA50-54 and did not take into account the 
protein environment (we note the important work using pure 
molecular dynamics simulation.55-60) Moreover, these studies 
considered only one or two steps. As a result the energy 35 

landscape for the full photocycle of PYP has not been obtained 
quantitatively, which has limited the understanding of the overall 
process. From the experimental perspective, although several 
possible pathways were proposed to address the observed 
photochemistry based on spectroscopy or X-ray crystallography 40 

techniques, it is difficult to reach a definitive conclusion due to 
the strong overlap in the transient absorption spectra and the lack 
of information for electron transitions in the crystallographic 
experiment.  
Therefore, it is beneficial to carry out a comprehensive 45 

computational study to address the overall process. In this work, a 
combined quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) 
approach, at the level of theory of CASPT2//CASSCF/AMBER, 
was used to compute the constrained minimum energy profiles 
(MEPs) along the physically motivated reaction coordinates to 50 

model all possible photoisomerization and proton transfer 
processes. The combination of structural and spectroscopy 
information will be quantitatively obtained from these high-level 
QM/MM calculations, which will be used to elucidate the 
photocycle of PYP. 55 

 

 Computational methods 
The structure of PYP in the wild type form was initially 

obtained from the RCSB protein data bank (PDB) under the code 
name 3PHY, 61 where the incorporated pCA chromophore bears 60 

negative charge and has a trans configuration. Six Na+ counter 
ions and 1046 water molecules were added using the AMBER 
package.62 A cutoff radius of 9Å was used for the real space 
portion of the electrostatic interactions and the van der Waals 
term, and the AMBER force field parameters for the 65 

chromophores were reset using the Gaff module in the AMBER 
package.62 Then the system was equilibrated for 1 ns under 
ambient condition at 298K (NVT ensemble) using the program 
package TINKER.63 A cluster analysis of the sampled snapshots 
generates the appropriate starting structures with strong 70 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds for the QM/MM calculation. 
 

 
Scheme 1. Illustration of the QM/MM computational protocol adopted in 

this work. QM1: pCA + a portion of the Glu46 and Cys69 residues; 75 

QM2: pCA + a portion of the Glu46 residue + the Cys69 residue; QM3: 

pCA + a portion of the Glu46, Cys69, Tyr42 residue + one crystal 

water molecule; QM4: pCA + a portion of the residue Glu46, Cys69 + 

three crystal water molecules. The red arrows indicate the mode of 

torsional deformation along a(C9-C10), b(C10=C11), c(C11-C12), 80 

d(C12-S13), e(S13-C14), and f(C14-C15) bonds, which are defined by 

the “reaction coordinate” of C8C9C10C11(a), C9C10C11C12(b), 

C10C11C12S13(c), C11C12S13C14(d), C12S13C14C15(e), 

S13C14C15C16(f) dihedral angles, respectively 

 85 

Scheme 1 shows the QM/MM computational protocol adopted 
in this work. The QM subsystem includes the pCA chromophore 
and its adjacent residues (complete or partial) as well as the 
crystal water molecules. The remaining residues, water molecules, 
and counterions were treated by MM. To account for various 90 

steps in the photocycle of PYP, different QM/MM partitions were 
adopted, which gave four types of QM subsystems. As illustrated 
in scheme 1, QM1 includes the pCA chromophore and a portion 
of the Glu46 and Cys69 residues (33 atoms) for describing the 
first step of photo-isomerization. Since the later isomerization 95 

steps ICP→ pR2 and pR1→ pR2, as well as subsequent processes, 
involve two typical structural deformations via the simultaneous 
torsion along non-adjacent or adjacent two bonds (d/f or d/e), the 
QM2 subsystem includes the whole Cys69 residue with 40 atoms. 
To compute the MEPs of the protonation/deprotonation steps, 100 

additional one and three crystal water molecules have been added 
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to the QM3 and QM4 subsystems, respectively. Moreover, part of 
Tyr42 was also cast into the QM3 subsystem to account for its 
role of proton transfer relay. Consequently, the numbers of atoms 
of QM3 and QM4 increase to 52 and 42 from that of 33 in QM1. 
CASSCF and CASPT2 methods were used to treat the QM part. 5 

The calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN64 and 
MOLCAS65 program packages. For the MM part AMBER force 
field was employed using the TINKER tool package. The 
MOLCAS implementation for the QM/MM interface66 was 
employed. A hydrogen link-atom scheme was used to saturate the 10 

valence of the QM subsystem, where the bonds between the QM 
and MM regions were cleaved (indicated by the wavy lines in 
Scheme 1). To reduce the strong interaction between a link atom 
and the closest MM point charges, the latter were set to zero.66 As 
a compensation some point charges of the MM atoms were re-15 

parameterized as summarized in Table S1 of supporting 
information (SI).  
The local minima in the ground and excited states were 

obtained by unconstrained CASSCF/AMBER QM/MM 
optimizations. The constrained minimum energy profiles (MEPs) 20 

for the isomerization and proton transfer reactions were computed 
by stepwise optimizations at the CASSCF level of theory with a 
14e/11o active space and 6-31G* basis set. A two-root (S0, S1) 
state-averaged CASSCF procedure with equal weights was 
employed for the S1 (

1ππ*) state photo-isomerization calculation 25 

and a single root CASSCF optimization was employed for the 
ground state MEP computation. For each MEP point, a pre-
selected reaction coordinate was fixed while the other degrees of 
freedom were relaxed. This physically motivated reaction 
coordinate was defined by the angular change for the 30 

isomerization and the donor/acceptor distance change for the 
proton transfer reaction (see Scheme 1), respectively. To describe 
proton transfer at the ground state, the corresponding donor σ/σ* 
orbitals and the acceptor n orbital were included in the active 
space. The rest of 10e/9o came from the high-lying occupied π 35 

and low-lying π* orbitals that are mainly distributed in the 
phenoxy ring of pCA. The vertical excitation energies, the 
corresponding oscillator strengths, and the transition dipole 
moments for the three lowest excited states of pCA in the protein 
environment were obtained using the ground state 40 

CASSCF(14e/11o) optimizations followed by the four-root state-
averaged CASPT2 and CASSCF state interaction (CASSI) 
calculations. 
 

Results and discussion 45 

Photoisomerization at S1(
1ππ*) followed by the ground state 

HT/BP isomerization to pR1 and ICP. 
The S0 → S1(

1ππ*) transition of PYP is its lowest lying 
excitation with a relatively large oscillator strength, f =1.06 (see 
Table S4-1 in the SI.) The calculated vertical excitation energy is 50 

66.4 kcal/mol (ca. 431 nm), which is consistent with the 
experimental maximum absorption band of 446 nm.4,17-18 
According to the population analysis this is a typical π→π* 
charge transfer excitation where electron migrates from the 
phenoxy ring to the central double bond C10=C11 (b). This 55 

agrees with the previous assignment for the bright state transition 
of PYP chromophore.6,67 Consistently, the calculated dipole 
moment increases from S0 (equivalent to pG) to S1(

1ππ*). This 

photo-induced charge transfer significantly weakens the 
C10=C11(b) bond, as indicated by the change in bond length 60 

from 1.356 Å in S0 to 1.443 Å at the minimum of S1(
1ππ*) (S1-

Min, equivalent to pG*). Meanwhile, the H4…O5 hydrogen bond 
length is slightly elongated. These electronic and structural 
changes facilitate the subsequent isomerization reaction along the 
C10=C11(b) bond rather than the protonation of the pCA 65 

chromophore in the S1(
1ππ*) excited state. 

As expected, the one bond flip photoisomerization in the 
S1(

1ππ*) state of PYP proceeds smoothly along the C10=C11 (b) 
bond rotary deformation (i.e., the C9C10C11C12 dihedral angle), 
which has been schematically displayed in the left panel of Figure 70 

2. The initial structural changes in S1(
1ππ*) lead to a rapid decay 

to S1-Min. Although a fluorescence emission (nanosecond 
timescale) is possible from here, it cannot compete with the 
subsequent ultrafast decay for the rotary photo-isomerization 
along a downhill relaxation pathway. This is why very low 75 

fluorescence quantum yield (Φ=10-3) was observed for PYP12 and 
pCA in gas phase and in solution.68-70 The calculated wavelength 
of vertical emission (511 nm) is consistent with the 
experimentally measured value at 495 nm.12 
Although the H4…O5 hydrogen bond is somewhat weakened 80 

during the S1-FC→S1-Min decay, the Glu46 residue still serves as 
a noticeable constraint to the phenoxy ring rotation along the 
C8C9C10C11 bond in the S1(

1ππ*) excited state. Therefore, the 
photo-isomerization in the S1(

1ππ*) state proceeds as one bond 
flip via the C10=C11(b) bond twist instead of a hula-twist motion 85 

through a simultaneous rotation of both the C9C10C11C12 (b) 
and C8C9C10C11 (a) dihedral angles. As shown in the left panel 
of Figure 2, with the C10=C11 (b) bond twist the energy of the 
ground state gradually increases while that of S1(

1ππ*) 
continuously decreases. Consequently, these two states join in the 90 

conical intersection region at 85.0˚ C9C10C11C12 dihedral angle, 
referred to as CI(S1/S0). Meanwhile the carbonyl group undergoes 
a 21˚ twist in the C10C11C12O12 dihedral angle from the Frank-
Condon point to CI(S1/S0). This is consistent with Hache et al’s 
ultrafast time-resolved circular dichroism spectroscopy 95 

experiment where a 17-53° carbonyl group twist was observed 
for the excited state relaxation (<< 0.8 ps).71 Further increase of 
the C9C10C11C12 dihedral angle after CI(S1/S0) results in a 
significant increase of the S1(

1ππ*) energy, thus ruling out the 
possibility of a continuous one bond flip photo-isomerization 100 

from this critical point. This is mainly due to the strong 
intermolecular repulsion between the highly strained pCA and the 
protein surrounding (especially from residue Met 100.)    
The CI(S1/S0) region also serves as an effective nonadiabatic 

funnel for the alternative S1(
1ππ*)→S0 deactivation. There are 105 

two competing relaxation pathways. The first path leads to the pG 
recovery, where PYP decays to the ground state trans 

intermediate at 105˚ C9C10C11C12 dihedral angle (referred to as 
IT'). After overcoming a small barrier (4.5 kcal/mol), the system 
rapidly restores to S0(pG). This completes a short photo cycle, 110 

which is labeled as S0 (pG) → S1-Min (pG*) → CI(S1/S0) → IT' 
→ S0 (pG). Similar mechanism has been proposed that includes a 
combination of vibrational and conformational relaxation of the 
chromophore (rather than the protein surrounding) via the trans 
ground state intermediate, which has a 3−6 ps timescale 115 

depending on different spectroscopy analyses. 18, 20, 71-72 
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Due to the prohibitive computational cost, the above 
approximate conical intersection region CI(S1/S0) was found 
along the MEPs of preselected reaction coordinates instead of a 
global optimization. These reaction coordinates are: (i) the 
simultaneous rotation of the C9C10C11C12 (b) and 5 

C8C9C10C11 (a) dihedral angles [Figure 2 (I)]; and (ii) the 
concerted rotation of b (C9C10C11C12) and d (C11C12S13C14) 
bonds [Figure 2 (II)]. Similar structures were found in each case 
for this approximate CI(S1/S0) configuration. This suggests that a 
CI(S1/S0) intermediate does exist and participate in the initial 10 

stage of the ground state relaxation. The calculated 
C9C10C11C12 dihedral angle for this approximate CI(S1/S0) is 
80.0˚, which is quite different from those in S1-Min(155.5˚) and 
S0 minimum (170.3˚) but very close to the experimental value of 
85.0˚ for the first intermediate IT with a twisted structure using 15 

the time-resolved X-ray crystallography technique.21 Moreover, 
other geometry parameters of CI(S1/S0) are also in good 
agreement with those of the experimental observation for IT,

21 

which has been summarized in Table 1. Therefore, we still denote 
the first CI(S1/S0)-like intermediate as IT. There are small 20 

differences between the geometries of IT generated from the hula-
twist and the bicycle-pedal isomerization pathways. This 
indicates that IT may be a mixture of several intermediates, which 
has been implied in the previous experimental work.21 
For the relaxation of pG*→ IT through CI(S1/S0), charge 25 

transfer takes place along the opposite direction to that of the S0

→S1(
1ππ*) excitation, i.e., from the central double bond to the 

phenoxy moiety. This shrinks the phenoxy ring by shortening the 
C9-C10 bond [1.432 (pG*)→1.360 Å (IT)] and weakening the 
intermolecular hydrogen bond [1.752 (pG*)→1.942 Å (IT)] and 30 

the C12-S13 bond [1.793 (pG*)→1.834 Å (IT)]. Consequently, 
the constraint on the rotation of the phenoxy ring is largely 
removed, allowing a volume-conserving hula-twist (HT) 
isomerization to occur along the simultaneous rotation of the 
C8C9C10C11 (a) and C9C10C11C12 (b) dihedral angles as 35 

shown in Figure 2 (I). Meanwhile, the weakened C12-S13 bond 
allows another volume-conserving bicycle-pedal (BP) 
isomerization via the concerted rotation of b (C9C10C11C12) 
and d (C11C12S13C14) bonds [see Figure 2 (II)]. Overall, the 
early stage of the PYP photocycle is characterized by a fast 40 

photoisomerization, a downhill relaxation to the first ground state 
twisted intermediate IT via the CI(S1/S0) funnel, and a bifurcation 
into the subsequent HT and BP isomerization deactivation 
channels. This highly effective photoisomerization mechanism is 
consistent with the femto- to pico-second timescale observed for 45 

the early-stage intermediate in the experiments.8,17-18,20-21 
The rearrangement of the hydrogen bonding network also 

facilitates the subsequent HT and BP isomerizations in the 
binding pocket composed of various residues (Figure S3-1). The 
most significant change in the relaxation process is the hydrogen 50 

bond between carbonyl C12=O12 in pCA and the Met100 residue, 
i.e., 3.640 Å [S0(pG)] → 3.910 Å [S1-Min(pG*)] → 3.140 Å 
[CI(S1/S0)] →  3.400 Å (IT). The strengthened hydrogen bond 
from pG* to CI(S1/S0) is caused by the C10=C11 bond rotary 
photoisomerization, which accounts for the energy increase in the 55 

S1(
1ππ*) state relaxation. The weakened hydrogen bond during 

the CI(S1/S0)→IT decay allows a further isomerization associated  
 

Figure 2. MEPs of the one-bond flip (OBF) photoisomerization in the 

S1(
1ππ*) state of PYP along b bond rotation that is defined by the 60 

C9C10C11C12(b) dihedral angle, followed by three different ground 

state isomerization pathways: (I) simultaneous a, b bonds hula-twist 

(HT); (II) concerted b, d bonds bicycle-pedal (BP); and (III) OBF motion 

alone b or d. The values of the C8C9C10C11 (a) dihedral angle are in 

red while C11C12S13C14 (d) are in green, respectively. The related 65 

isomerization barriers are also highlighted. 

 
with C12=O12 twist in the ground state. Consequently, both the 
HT and BP ground state isomerizations proceed smoothly with 
moderate barriers (7.0 and 4.4 kcal/mol). Compared with the BP 70 

isomerization, the HT rotary deformation is slightly more 
difficult since a relatively larger phenoxy ring twist is involved 
with the breaking of the pCA-Glu46 inter-residue hydrogen bond 
[O5-H4 distance 1.942 Å (IT) → 4.126 Å (pR1)], in which a pair 
of adjacent double (b) and single (a) bonds flanking a single C10-75 

H10 unit rotate concertedly. 
In contrast, the phenoxy ring remains unchanged in the BP 

isomerization, producing an intermediate ICP with a cis planar-
like structure [Figure 2 (II)]. Simultaneous rotations occur along 
the two nonadjacent bonds (b and d), with cleavage of the pCA-80 

Cys69 inter-residue hydrogen bond [O12-H17 distance 1.839 Å 
(IT) → 4.406 Å (ICP)]. Consistent with the recent time-resolved 
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X-ray crystallography experiment,21 the HT isomerization of IT 
can compete with the BP rotary deformation in the wild type PYP 
since they have similar barriers. The BP pathway can be switched 
off completely by weakening the hydrogen bond between the 
phenolate ring and the adjacent residue through the E46Q 5 

mutation, which makes the HT rotary deformation the only 
relaxation channel. This reveals the important role of hydrogen 
bonding network for isomerization reactions in protein.21 

 

Table 1. Comparison of the geometry parameters for the ground state 10 

intermediates of the pCA chromophore between the calculated (this 

work) and experimental values [ref 21 and ref 25(ICP).]  

 

  pG IT  ICP ICT  pR1  pR2  

O5-Glu46 
(O5-O3, Å) 

Cal. 2.65 2.85 2.67 -- 5.02 2.78 
Exp. 2.60 2.80 2.70 3.30 5.40 3.40 

O12-Cys69 
(O12-N17, Å) 

Cal. 2.83 2.81  4.88 -- 3.80 3.20 
Exp. 2.80 2.90 4.90 4.70 3.30 4.10 

C9C10C11C12(°) 
 

Cal. 170.0 80.0 -3.6 -- -6.7 14.2 
Exp. 169.0 85.0 -2.0 -1.0 1.0 3.0 

C8C9C10C11(°) 
 

Cal. -3.6 21.9 14.4 -- 145.3 13.6 
Exp. -8.3 15.1 8.2 47.6 149.9 21.1 

C10C11C12O12(°) 
 

Cal. -9.0 16.5 -3.1 -- 12.7 14.5 
Exp. -8.3 16.6 -2.7 -4.5 -17.1 15.6 

 
Overcoming two moderate barriers, the HT and BP 15 

isomerizations produce two different cis isomers pR1 and ICP 
along downhill reaction pathways. The vertical excitation energy 
of the S0→S1 transition for pR1 is 490 nm, which is 59 nm red 
shifted with respect to that of the trans isomer pG →S1. This 
agrees with the experimental results.26,28,32,33,34 As illustrated in 20 

Figure 2 (I) and (II), the main structural difference between pR1 
and ICP is the orientation of the carbonyl group C12=O12, which 
respectively lies on the same or opposite side of the pG 
chromophore. Moreover, there are some differences in the way 
how the hydrogen bonds break during isomerization. The loss of 25 

the pCA-Glu46 inter-residue hydrogen bond leads to a minor 
twist of the phenolate ring in pR1, where the C9C10C11C12 , 
C8C9C10C11 and C10C11C12O12 dihedral angles display non-
planar values in both theory and experiment21 (see Table 1). 
Conversely, the retention of the pCA-Glu46 inter-residue 30 

hydrogen bond in ICP facilitates a quasi-coplanar arrangement. 
The C8C9C10C11 dihedral angle of ICP is 14.4˚ in this work, 
which is close to the value of 8.2˚ for the cis planar-like 
intermediate identified in earlier work25 but differs from 47.6˚ in 
the recent assignment of the ICT intermediate along the BP 35 

isomerization pathway.21 Our calculation reveals that ICP is 21.1 
kcal/mol more stable than pR1 and is only 2.4 kcal/mol higher 
than pG (S0), which reflects the role of the pCA-Glu46 inter-
residue hydrogen bond in energy stabilization. ICP leads to 
another red-shifted intermediate (458 nm) with small energy 40 

difference (4.0 kcal/mol) compared with the vertical excitation of 
pG (S0) → S1.  
Besides the above concerted pathways, the stepwise 

isomerization mechanism was also examined in Figure 2 (III). It 
first proceeds through one bond flip rotation of C9C10C11C12 (b) 45 

same as the photoisomerization in the S1(
1ππ*) state, leading to 

an energy plateau. Both the C8C9C10C11 and C10C11C12O12 
dihedral angles are found to undergo further twist along this 
plateau. This twisted arrangement maintains the pCA-Glu46 
inter-residue hydrogen bond as identified by the picosecond X-50 

ray crystallography.21 It results in a significant increase in the 
energy of the ICT intermediate. Consequently, its vertical 
excitation to S1 shows a noticeable red shift compared with that 
of pG(S0) → S1, producing an absorption band longer than 500 
nm. The calculation agrees with the experimental observation 55 

where a red-shifted absorption peak at 510 nm was found for an 
early intermediate in the PYP photocycle.17 Although this initial 
one bond flip rotation takes place easily due to the small (3.2 
kcal/mol) barrier, the stepwise mechanism is less favorable 
because of a higher barrier (20.9 kcal/mol) has to be overcome in 60 

the second step when rotating along the C11C12S13C14 (d) 
angle.  
Overall, the CI(S1/S0) region serves as the first branching point 

for the excited state relaxation to the complete and short 
photocycle through the intermediates IT [resembling CI(S1/S0)] 65 

and IT' [resembling pG(S0)], respectively. This explains the 0.5 
quantum yield of the ground state repopulation that was observed 
experimentally in the "unsuccessful" photocycle pathways.18,20 

Two major and one minor deactivation channels were found 
starting from the CI(S1/S0)-like intermediate IT, producing the cis 70 

isomers pR1, ICP, and ICT through a hula twist, a bicycle pedal and 
a one bond flip isomerization reaction, respectively. 
The assignment of the intermediates has been controversial for 

the multi-step PYP photo-cycle.73-74 Recently, Anfinrud et al 
performed density functional theory (DFT) QM/MM 75 

calculations73 and raised doubt on the earliest intermediate IT 
proposed experimentally by Ihee et. al.21 They found a much 
flatter (21°) IT intermediate

73 that differs significantly from the 
79°/81° central dihedral angle found in Ihee et. al’s X-ray 
structures.21 In contrast, the present CASPT2//CASSCF/Amber 80 

QM/MM computation supports the highly strained IT 
intermediate (80°) measured by Ihee et. al. As discussed above, IT 
originates from the nonadiabatic S1→S0 relaxation through the 
CI(S1/S0) conical intersection and naturally exhibits structural 
resemblance to CI(S1/S0). Furthermore, it is widely accepted that 85 

CI(S1/S0) locates halfway between the trans- and cis-isomers with 
a ~90° torsional angle. Therefore, the 80° angle is a reasonable 
value. The ultrafast S1→S0 relaxation can be completed within a 
few picoseconds, which accounts for the persistence of IT in the 
~2 ps excited state lifetime of PYP75.  90 

In the experimental studies two early-stage intermediates I0 and 
I‡0 were identified, where I0 is formed within less than 3 ps and 
decays on a time scale of ~220 ps to I‡0, which in turn decays on 
a time scale of 3.0 ns to pR.17, 18, 76-78 This assigned I0 is roughly 
equivalent to IT in this work because of the barrierless 95 

characteristic in forming IT through the process S0 (pG) → S1-
Min (pG*) → CI(S1/S0) → IT. Considering that moderate barriers 
have to be overcome in the bicycle pedal/hula twist isomerization 
pathways, another intermediate I‡0 corresponds to a mixture of 
pR1 and ICP, which is slightly different from the experimental 100 

assignment21 (pR1 and ICT). Compared with the measured longer 
timescales, the calculated barriers (4.4-7.0 kcal/mol) overestimate 
the rate for generating the pR1 and ICT intermediates. This is due 
to the significant conformational entropy change in the protein 
surrounding for the trans → cis pCA chromophore bicycle 105 

pedal/hula twist isomerization. On the other hand, there is no 
drastic entropy change in the short photocycle of S0(pG) → S1-
Min(pG*) → CI(S1/S0) → IT' → S0(pG) via the trans ground state 
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intermediate, where the calculated barrier (4.5 kcal/mol) is 
consistent with the 3−6 ps timescale measured in experiment.18,71-

72 
BP isomerization from ICP to pR2 followed by the protonation 

reaction producing pB'. 5 

As shown in Figure 3, a simultaneous rotation around the C12-
S13 and C14-C15 bonds is an effective isomerization pathway for 
the ICP to pR2 transition. As expected, pR2 is generated through 
this bicycle pedal rotation where the C11C12S13C14 dihedral 
angle changes from the syn (-55˚) in ICP to the anti (-175˚) 10 

structure in pR2. A large barrier (16.2 kcal/mol) in the pathway 
explains the long timescale (16-21 ns) observed experimentally21, 
25, 79 for the ICP→pR2 transition. The barrier is mainly due to the 
distorted C12=O12 carbonyl group in the protein cavity. The 
structure gradually recovers to a quasi-planar arrangement after 15 

the barrier, followed by a downhill energy profile to the final 
product pR2. The pCA-Cys69 (O12-H17: 4.253→2.468 Å) and 
pCA-Phe96 (S13-H: 3.520→2.894 Å) intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds are significantly strengthened from ICP to pR2, resulting in 
10.0 kcal/mol decrease in energy. A similar stabilization energy 20 

(7.0 kcal/mol) for the ICP→pR2 transition was estimated in a 
previous DFT calculation.79 The vertical excitation energy of S0 
→S1 transition for the red-shifted intermediate pR2 is calculated 
to be 61.1 kcal/mol (468 nm), which agrees well with the 
experimental value of 460-465 nm.22,30, 32, 80 25 

 

 
Figure 3. MEPs of the BP isomerization from ICP to pR2 through a 

simultaneous rotation of the C11C12S13C14(d) and S13C14C15C16 (f) 

dihedral angles, followed by the intermolecular proton transfer between 30 

pCA and Glu46 producing pB' along the RC of O3-H4 distance. The 

values of the S13C14C15C16 (f) dihedral angle are shown in red. The 

related barriers are also highlighted. 

 

Apart from the above structural changes, charge transfer from 35 

the thioester bond to the phenolate ring is found during the ICP→

pR2 relaxation. Consequently, negative charge is accumulated 
around O5 of the phenoxy ring, which can function as an acceptor 
for the subsequent protonation reaction. A 6.1 kcal/mol barrier is 
encountered when proton H4 moves from O3 of Glu46 towards 40 

O5, producing the protonated state of pCA, hereafter referred to 
as pB'. Such a low barrier hydrogen bond (LBHB) transition 
between Glu46 and PYP has been discussed in previous 
experimental40 and theoretical studies.81 The proton transfer does 
not introduce any drastic structural changes in pCA, and it 45 

proceeds within a short time. Since the fast protonation reaction 
pR2→pB' follows the slow bicycle pedal isomerization ICP→pR2 
(16-21 ns), the dynamics and structural spectroscopy of pB' 

overlaps with that of pR2. This inevitably leads to some 
ambiguities in the structure and timescale assignments among 50 

different experimental and theoretical studies.32-33,34,36 

The blue-shifted intermediate pB' is 4.25 kcal/mol less stable 
than pR2 due to the new negative charge center, the COO

- group. 
The calculated absorption wavelength is 356 nm, very close to 
the experimental value of 355-360 nm.33, 36 Consistent with the 55 

previous experimental observations,32-34 the COO- group of 
Glu46 is still buried in the binding pocket (Figure S3-1). Thus, 
pB' is in hydrophobic form and tends to undergo further structural 
changes to expose the buried COO- group of Glu46 to the water 
solvent.        60 

Hydrophobic-hydrophilic state transformation of pB'→→→→pB 

followed by the deprotonation reaction and S0(pG) recovery. 
Experimentally, a large conformational change was proposed 

in the transition of the blue-shifted intermediate pB' to pB.32-34 
However, there is no detailed information on how this takes place 65 

and whether the pCA chromophore is involved in the process. By 
comparing experimental crystal structures25 of pB' and pB with 
many sample computations, we found that a bicycle pedal 
isomerization is required along the simultaneous rotation of the 
two nonadjacent single bonds (c and e), followed by a reverse 70 

one-bond flip deformation along the C11-C12 (c) bond. As 
shown in Figure 4 (I), from pB' energy gradually increases to the 
maximum at -80.0˚ C10C11C12S13 and -10.0˚ C12S13C14C15 
dihedral angles along the bicycle pedal isomerization pathway. A 
26.6 kcal/mol barrier exists in this process, followed by a stable 75 

intermediate where an intermolecular hydrogen bond is formed 
between pCA and Cys69. The relative position between 
C12=O12 and the S atom in the intermediate is inverted 
comparing with that in pB', but is the same as that in S0(pG). 
This supports that the bicycle pedal isomerization is a step to 80 

approach the S0(pG) recovery. 
In the second step the pCA chromophore undergoes a reverse 

one-bond flip isomerization along the C11-C12 (c) bond to 
achieve the overall pB'→  intermediate→  pB transition. The 
C10C11C12S13 angle varies as -170˚(pB') → -30˚(intermediate) 85 

→ -170˚(pB) in a bicycle pedal then a one-bond flip isomerization. 
The 80.2˚ phenolate ring twist causes a 28.4 kcal/mol raise in 
energy. Meanwhile, the intermolecular hydrogen bond between 
pCA and Glu46 (O3-H4 distance) increases from 1.511 Å in pB' 
to 7.437 Å in pB. This exposes the buried COO- group of Glu46 90 

to the water solvent, transforming the hydrophobic pB' to the 
precursor state of hydrophilic pB. A large-amplitude protein 
conformational change coordinates the hydrophobic-hydrophilic 
pB'→pB transition. Due to the significant entropy and energy 
change, the pB' → pB transition occurs very slowly, as also 95 

confirmed by the 2 ms timescale measured experimentally.33-34 
The exposed COO- group of Glu46 serves as a proton acceptor 

and attracts water solvent into the binding pocket. Three water 
molecules form a water wire between the COO- group of Glu46 
and the hydroxyl group of pCA, in preparation for the subsequent 100 

deprotonation reaction [Figure 4 (II)]. The formation of the 
hydrophilic state decreases the energy by more than 20 kcal/mol. 
This hydrogen bond stabilization energy is in good agreement 
with the previous experimental82 and theoretical83 estimates. 
The deprotonation reaction then proceeds smoothly through 105 

two steps of proton migration. The COO- group first overcomes a  
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Figure 4. MEPs of the BP and reverse OBF isomerizations for pB'→pB 

transition through (I) the simultaneous rotation of both 

C10C11C12S13(c)/C12S13C14C15 (e) and alone C10C11C12S13(c) 5 

dihedral angles, and followed (II) deprotonation reaction producing pG' 

along the RC of O26-H27 and O22-H4 distances (Å) as well as (III) 

OBF isomerization of pG'→pG transition along RC of C9C10C11C12(b) 

dihedral angle. The values (in degree) of the C12S13C14C15 (e) 

dihedral angle are shown in red and the related barriers are also 10 

highlighted. 

 
5.6 kcal/mol barrier to receive one proton from the water wire, 
relaxing to an intermediate. The hydroxyl group of the pCA 
chromophore then overcomes a 4.9 kcal/mol barrier to donate the 15 

proton to a neighboring water, producing pG' and completes the 
deprotonation reaction. As discussed above, this low-barrier 
proton transfer without large-amplitude protein motion unlikely 
participates in the slow relaxation of the isomerization cycle. 
Up to now, all groups of the pCA chromophore but the 20 

phenoxy ring have returned to their S0(pG) arrangement. The 
S0(pG) recovery of the phenoxy ring is achieved through a one-
bond flip isomerization along the C10=C11 (b) double bond as 
shown in Figure 4 (III). The isomerization is difficult due to the 
double bond constraint and the fact that two hydrogen bonds 25 

among the COO- group of Glu46/water wire/phenoxy ring of the 
pCA chromophore have to be broken. A 30~40 kcal/mol barrier is 
found at 110˚ C9C10C11C12 dihedral angle. Consistently, a very 
long time scale (ms-s) for this transition was measured 
experimentally.25-26 The breaking of the two hydrogen bonds and 30 

the phenoxy ring rotation repels water molecules out of the 
binding package, regenerates the hydrogen bond between Glu46 
and pCA, and finally completes PYP photocycle. 

 

 35 

Figure 5. (I) MEPs of pR1→pB through concerted proton transfer along 

the reaction coordinates of O19-H18 and O3-H4 distances; (II) MEPs of 

HT and reverse OBF isomerizations for the pR1→pR2 transition through 

a simultaneous rotation of the C11C12S13C14(d) and 

C12S13C14C15(e) dihedral angles, and alone the C11C12S13C14(d) 40 

dihedral angle. The values of the O3-H4 distance and the 

C12S13C14C15 (e) dihedral angle) are shown in red. The related 

barriers are also highlighted. 

 

Parallel versus sequential pathways through competitive 45 

pR1→→→→pB and pR1→→→→pR2 transitions. 

The kinetics of the parallel and sequential reactions is 
determined by two competing channels: pR1→pB and pR1→pR2 
(Figure 5). As mentioned above, pR1 and pB exhibit structural 
resemblance in chromophore orientation (the hydrophilic 50 

precursor state) and the surrounding hydrogen bond environment 
(the broken pCA-Glu46 inter-residue hydrogen bond). The major 
structural difference is that pCA is in the deprotonation state in 
pR1 whereas Glu46 is deprotonated in pB. This change is 
achieved by the protonation reaction of pCA in pR1 assisted by 55 

the proton transfer relay of the nearby Tyr42 residue and water 
molecule. As shown in Figure 5(I), the inter-residue hydrogen 
bond between pCA and Tyr42 (O5-H18) is shortened to 1.715 Å 
during the departure of Glu46 upon the pR1 formation. This 
initiates the proton transfer from the hydroxyl group of Tyr42 to 60 
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the phenoxy group of pCA. However, the C=O group of pCA is 
not a good proton acceptor at the pR1 state since there is no 
obvious accumulation of negative charge around the O atom. 
Thus, energy increases sharply when proton H18 moves from 
Tyr42 to pCA. During the process H4 of Glu46 simultaneously 5 

moves towards the bridging water, which induces a proton 
approaching O19 of Tyr42. Along this concerted pathway, the 
protonation reaction for pCA occurs over a sizeable barrier (13.7 
kcal/mol) and producing the protonated pCA chromophore (pB). 
Although pR1 is ~30 kcal/mol more stable than pR2, the pR1→10 

pR2 transition is difficult since a spatial inversion between the S 
atom and the C12=O12 group and an inter-residue hydrogen bond 
recovery between pCA and Glu46 are required to take place. 
Similar to the pB' → pB transition [Figure 4(I)], pR1 first 
undergoes a hula twist isomerization via a simultaneous rotation 15 

of the C11C12S13C14(d) and C12S13C14C15(e) dihedral angles 
and then via a reverse one-bond flip isomerization along the 
C11C12S13C14(d) dihedral angle from -10 to -180˚. As shown in 
Figure 5 (II), a 16.3 kcal/mol barrier exists in the first step due to 
the strong intermolecular repulsion between a highly strained 20 

pCA and the protein surrounding. Similarly, a barrier of 15.8 
kcal/mol was found in the hydrogen bond recovery pathway 
where a highly strained pCA was formed again. After passing 
those two barriers, the inter-residue hydrogen bond between pCA 
and Glu46 is recovered to complete the pR1→pR2 transition 25 

along a downhill pathway. Similar to pR1→pB, the pR1→pR2 
transition is a high barrier process, which is consistent with the 
microsecond time scale found in the experiment25,27,29 for both 
the pR1 → pR2 and pR1 → pB transitions. The present 
computational result suggests that the parallel process through the 30 

pR1→pB transition is a favorable channel but coexists with the 
sequential pathway via the pR1 → pR2 transition. The two 
processes have similar barriers in the rate-determining step (13.7 
vs 16.3 kal/mol). 
 35 

 

Scheme 2: Mechanistic illustration of the overall PYP photocycle: the 

protonation/deprotonation and isomerization reactions of the hula twist 

(HT), bicycle pedal (BP) and one-bond flip (OBF) are shown in red 

along the special one or two bonds (letter in parentheses) and the 40 

related barriers (kcal/mol) are also highlighted in blue. 

 

 
Conclusions 
In this work a CASPT2//CASSCF/AMBER QM/MM approach 45 

was employed to investigate the isomerization and protonation 
reactions upon the photoexcitation of the wild-type PYP. The 
study provides a comprehensive picture for the overall photocycle, 
as illustrated in Scheme 2. The conical intersection CI(S1/S0) 
plays a critical role to bifurcate the excited state relaxation to the 50 

complete and short photocycles through different intermediates, 
IT [CI(S1/S0) like] and IT' [pG(S0) like]. Two major and one minor 
deactivation channels were found starting from the CI(S1/S0)-like  
intermediate IT, producing the cis isomers pR1, ICP, and ICT 
through the hula twist, bicycle pedal and one-bond flip 55 

isomerization reactions. The ICP→pB' transition is achieved by a 
high-barrier bicycle pedal isomerization and a fast protonation 
reaction of the pCA chromophore through a red-shifted 
intermediate pR2. Another high-barrier bicycle pedal 
isomerization followed by a reverse one bond flip isomerization 60 

leads to a hydrophobic-hydrophilic transformation and the 
formation of a high energy state pB, leaving a considerable space 
between pCA and Glu46. This allows the exposed COO- group of 
Glu46 to attract water solvent into the binding pocket through the 
slit between the surrounding protein residues and thus further 65 

triggers the fast deprotonation reaction of pCA. The photocycle is 
finally completed by the ground state recovery of the phenoxy 
ring repelling water molecules out of the binding pocket through 
a one bond flip isomerization with a large barrier. Analysis 
unveils that parallel mechanism through pR1→pB transition is a 70 

favorable channel but coexists with the sequential model via the 
pR1→pR2 transformation. 
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A comprehensive picture for the overall photocycle was obtained 
to reveal a wide range of structural signaling in photoactive 50 
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